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Foreword
Questions run your mind.  If you don't fully get that – read this article.

How to take control of your mind in seconds:  http://www.nlplive.com/articles/how-to-take-control-of-
your-mind-in-just-seconds/

The most important question you can ask yourself today – if you want to get MEGAPRODUCTIVE 
and EXPONENTIALLY increase the odds of you becoming a millionaire is this:

Am I being productive – or just being busy?

Because if you are just being busy – burnout is the main outcome you will experience.

On the other hand...

If you use the Productivity Pump – you will become MASSIVELY MORE PRODUCTIVE – just by 
taking FOUR MINUTES A DAY and taking control of your time and your life.

Because you can always get more money, more stuff.  But you can NEVER get more time.

Time really is THE MOST VALUABLE resource you have.

And when you learn now to maximize the value of your time – you will find you can't help but have 
more money in the bank – and more time on your hands.

So let's dive in – dance delightfully – and do what it takes.

And stop doing what doesn't matter.

Mr Twenty Twenty

PS:  THE MISTAKE MOST PEOPLE MAKE is this:  Most people NEVER learn how to LEVERAGE 
TIME by FOCUSING THEIR MINDS.  Focus your mind – and you will awaken THE SPARK within. 
Focus your mind – and you will MAGNITIZE YOUR LIFE.

PPS:  But don't take my word for it – follow this simple system – and prove it to yourself.  And come 
back to http://www.innercircleproducts.com and get more goodies that generate greatness.

http://www.innercircleproducts.com/
http://www.nlplive.com/articles/how-to-take-control-of-your-mind-in-just-seconds/
http://www.nlplive.com/articles/how-to-take-control-of-your-mind-in-just-seconds/
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THE SIMPLE SYSTEM VERSION

The quick easy version – is the one that I can teach almost anyone who has a pulse, and SOME 
brainwave activity in just about 7 minutes.

Try this one on first.   Just run your day through it, write it out, and see what it generates.

It's shared fairly obviously below.  Enjoy and AFTER you use it, then move on to the HARD 
ROCK version.

Hi Tim,

First, I ask, “What do I want?”  And I write out both the question and the answer.   This step focuses 
the mind and activates something inside that is vital to the whole process.

Then I ask, “What do I need to do differently?”  Writing it all out, seeing what shows up.  Write 
quickly.

To 

To do that... “What perceptions do I need?”

The reason why this process works so fast is this:

Questions optimize perception.  Perception drives action.  Action generates results.

THE MISTAKE MOST PEOPLE MAKE is that they just mentally masturbate.  Writing it down, 
takes it out of the head,and INSTRUCTS YOUR UNCONSCIOUS that you are serious, because 
WRITING IT OUT makes it physical.  



EXAMPLE OF THE SIMPLE SYSTEM - VERSION OF THE 
PRODUCTIVITY PUMP
What do I want?  (Make the additional money I need to accomplish my objectives, doing what I love - 
without eating up all my free time, serving people, making a difference in their lives.)

What do I need to do differently?  (Write articles.  Write emails.  Produce products.  Ask for 
testimonials.  Make phone calls.  Etc.)

What perceptions do I need?   How can I perceive differently?

I get to perceive myself and my world more accurately.  I get to notice that some parts of nature make 
better arrow shafts - other parts of nature make better arrow heads.   

I get to perceive my strengths, skill sets, and purpose - and my outcome - see where they meet - make a 
difference.

Hope that's useful for you mate.

Love,



HARD ROCK VERSION
POWERPOINT:  The Hard Rock version has more steps – we share it here for the first time – 
because it is almost impossible to share this in a short article – or four minute video.

1. What don't I want to repeat anymore?

2. What do I choose to incorporate now?

3. What needs to be done for this to happen?

4. What do I need to do to accomplish this?

5. How can I perceive me, my strengths, my skill sets, my resources – to optimize my 
actions?

6. How can I perceive this situation / the world / my potential resources – to make this 
happen even more quickly / elegantly / completely?

7. Who else do I need to incorporate into this project / plan? 



ACTION ACTIVATOR #1 - The Power of Stop Points

“What don't I want to repeat anymore?”

Think you.

Think behaviors.

If we think, “I don't want people to crap on me anymore”, then we lose all power.

If instead we think, “I don't want to let people crap on me anymore”, then we gain power.

This is a major shift – that makes a huge difference.

Remember to write down – what you are “thinking”.  

You will gain clarity in this step.  You will gain focus.



ACTION ACTIVATOR #2 - The Power of Precision Decision

“What do I choose to incorporate now?”

Incorporate:  Bring into the body.  Make into a body.  

Making it physical, in thought and in action.

POWERPOINT:  Do this step FAST.   As fast as you are able.  Thinking too much about it – takes 
away from your power.

This entire process – all seven steps – can be done in less than four minutes.  Even when writing it 
out.

Notice too – the word CHOOSE.

Not what do I want.  What do I choose.  Choosing tends to bring the power closer to the present.

Wanting keeps it as a “want” - out in time and space.

Choose to incorporate – now.



ACTION ACTIVATOR #3 – The Power of Stepping Stones

“What needs to be done for this to happen?”

Needs to be done.  Notice DONE is complete – past tense verb.  

This generates “completion” in the minds.

Seeing it done, leads us to the next step – we get to notice what we did – to make it happen – 
that's the nature of Action Activator #4.   

Notice how each step leads into the next?

Elegance at it's finest.



ACTION ACTIVATOR #4 – The Power of Identification

“What do I need to do to accomplish this?”

Start putting YOU in the plan.

What do I need to do....    You can't do it all, but there are somethings that only YOU can do.

Identify them.

Start now.  

What you need to do to accomplish this, includes WRITING DOWN your answers....  so your 
subconscious and unconscious minds notice – you are – taking action – and that this is not just 
another thought.  

… to accomplish this – accomplishment feels good.  It is good.  It is part of the plan.

Congratulate yourself on your accomplishments.

Use the Creative Conversation Creator in this series – to share your accomplishments. 

Whooo yah!



ACTION ACTIVATOR #5 – The Power of Self Perception 

“How can I perceive me, my strengths, my skill sets, my resources to optimize my 
actions?”

Let's break this one down.

Me:  Read and input everything you can – to help you notice the power you are.  To 
quote a favorite song of mine, “do not read beauty magazines – they will only make 
you feel ugly”.   Read what it takes for you to remember and notice how 
remarkable you are.   When doing this segment – your minds will help you – 
remember those – as you make this assessment.

My skill sets:  You have more of these than you can imagine.  When you have a few 
spare moments – quickly list what you are capable of.    You will be surprised.  And 
seek out new skill sets to learn and INCORPORATE.

My resources:  Anything – anyone – inside of you – outside of you.   Could be your 
inner child or inner elder.  Could be the child down the street who inspires you to 
remember your innocence and trust.  Could be something  you remember having 
read – could be a book you choose to read today.   Think EVERY THING is a 
resource, EVERY PERSON too, and EVERY PROBLEM.   And for bonus points 
-ask yourself – what kind of resource is this person, thing problem?  How can I 
help them – live up to their potential – by having them as a  resource?



ACTION ACTIVATOR #6 - The Power of Possibility

“How can I perceive this situation / the world / my potential resources – to make 
this happen even more quickly / elegantly / completely?”

Let's break these out too.

SITUATION:

THE WORLD:

MY POTENTIAL RESOURCES:

And to the later part of this activator...

QUICKLY:

ELEGANTLY:

COMPLETELY:



ACTION ACTIVATOR #7 - The Power of Masterminding

“Who else do I need to incorporate into this project / plan?  

NOTE:  Asked only AFTER action has been taken and concrete – substantial results obtained.)

When two or more minds...
Work ACTIVELY together...
In perfect harmony...
Toward a common objective.

Napoleon Hill's definition of a mastermind.

You'll find TONS of goodie bits on masterminding and Napoleon Hill at http://www.nlplive.com

http://www.nlplive.com/


BIG ARSE BONUS BITS

SYSTEMS:  As you become sharpened by success – write out 
how you do what you do.  Write out what you do – so that 
anyone reading it could do what you do.  Notice – Apache Scout 
Mind Control 2012 and the Apache Scout Mind Control Classic 
Crash course BOTH are me doing just that.

SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION:  As you write out your systems – 
teach them to someone  you trust.  As you do this – you will 
NATURALLY begin to optimize how you do what you do – and 
also how you teach it.

SYSTEM SIMPLIFICATION:  Always be testing – test to 
eliminate non essential steps.   Make it simple.  Realize that with 
the advances in technology – that what is complex today – will be 
come simple tomorrow.  What is simple today because of 
technology, will become even simpler tomorrow.

OUTSOURCING:  To fully embrace the Four Minute Man 
lifestyle, so you can live anywhere, adventure with anyone, and 
do almost anything you choose to – developing documented 
systems, optimizing them and simplifying them will naturally 
lead to you outsourcing – paying someone you trust – to do what 
you choose not to do.  



SUMMARY AND RESOURCES

THANK YOU!

Thank you for reading.  Thank you for listening.  Thank you for 
playing.  Thank you for choosing to get out of the box, and help 
others get out of their prison.

Now tell a friend.  Be a leader.  Be truly courteous and kind.  Listen 
to the recordings often.  Listen to them live with a friend.

Teach / train someone else in this.  Be sneaky if you need to.   It's for 
their own good.   

And if you love what we do, share it, get some more, do some live 
coaching / training.  

We are all in this together.  Let's make a difference.  Let's Walk in 
Power.  And have a life worth living.

Mr Twenty Twenty

Visit http://www.innercircleproducts.com for more goodies.
Visit http://www.nlplive.com for coaching – training – great articles.

http://www.nlplive.com/
http://www.innercircleproducts.com/

